ONE MOMENT

Little wonder God keeps us away from near death experiences and hurtful situations so that He may watch and see our hearts and our level of love and commitment to Him. We take those comfortable situations too likely; we are giving a comfortable house and we pride ourselves in it. A good job and its like we are on top of the world. Talk less of a little amount of wealth and its like we are walking or gliding on eagle’s wings above every other person. We are given families and we destroy it, marriages and we stupidly break it, the human body and we spoil it with cigarette, alcohol and immorality. Why? We are kept away from sickness, pain, suffering, hurt by God and by God alone. We often boast ourselves in too little things. Our pride gets the better of us too often.

I have discovered that this life can vanish and vapourise in no little more than less than a minute, and suddenly we appear before the Great White Throne. All our life flashing before us to our greatest amazement or dismay. How can we be so cruel and heartless when we begin to hate and kill and slander? Do not return iniquity for a greater iniquity, do not return slander with malice, do not return hatred with back-biting, neither return evil with evil. How soon we begin to realise the essence of love and the essence of life, that we begin to become more like the one I love to call THE MASTER. In a little moment, everything about life could change. Our hatred, lies and back-biting may be our greatest undoing. The sooner we realise that, the better. Our killing, our slandering our chastising, our sin, could be the doorway or gateway to our greatest and never-fully-comprehended-nemesis.

Our lifetime must be in the will of The Master, Jesus, or else it could be our saddest day ever when we stand before Judgement when we are out of this world. On this day when I wrote this piece...24th July 2012, I had just escaped death by whiskers.. To be honest it was either grievous bodily harm or death and ultimate eternity that awaited me. Here I was crossing a road at a zebra crossing that had actually stopped because of a traffic sign and I was comfortably walking in front of the waiting buses. I was just in front of the last waiting bus before the pavement where the traffic lights stood when suddenly and from no where other than my "blind spot", between the last waiting bus and the pavement a car sped, dashed, breezed in front of me to my visible shock and fear.
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I managed to quickly apply my human made brakes, rooting my legs to the spot where I was in front of the waiting bus (now about to move) when the speeding car darted from "nowhere" to my very before. Somehow I managed to get across to the pavement away from the buses, after the car sped away across me.

In a flash moment I realised I was just two(2) foot steps away from the path of that speeding vehicle where I could have been crushed or mangled or ultimately in one fell swoop, hit to death, and with no explanations, regard or recourse to any body.

I would have arrived eternity in a twinkle of an eye and all life, bouyancy and vibrancy of youth would have suddenly evaporated. I would have stood in front of The Master Himself, Jesus.

I would have suddenly appeared before the Creator of my life and the Source of my breathing and being, to give account of the breath He injected into me at the time of my creation. What would I have answered? What will you answer if you stood in His front???

Think about your life and where it stands today, what pleasure or pain are you going through? Is it to the Glory of God or your own glory?

Don't take this lightly.

Heaven and Hell is REAL!!!

Get saved.
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